Auger Electron Intensity Variations in Oxygen-Charged Large Grain Polycrystalline Silver
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Summary

Auger electron spectroscopic studies of the grains in oxygen-charged polycrystalline silver show significant intensity variations as a function of crystallographic orientation. These intensity variations have been observed in studies of the Auger images and line scans of the different grains (randomly selected) for each silver transition energy. The results can be attributed to the diffraction of the ejected Auger electrons and interpreted by corresponding changes in the electron mean free path for inelastic scattering and by oxygen atom accumulation in the subsurface. The subsurface (second layer) octahedral sites have increased in size because of surface relaxation and serve as a stable reservoir for the dissolved oxygen.

Introduction

Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) has found wide acceptance as a quantitative or semi-quantitative method for elemental analysis of solid surfaces (refs. 1-12), but most papers on quantitative measurements have totally ignored the possibility of diffraction of both Auger electrons escaping from the surface and incident electrons used for the initial excitation. Because the cylindrical mirror analyzer (CMA) has a relatively large collection angle, diffraction and other possible effects associated with an inherent angular dependence of Auger electron emission might be expected to average out.

According to the simplified theory of Auger yield proposed by Bishop and Riviere (ref. 3), Auger signals from a clean substrate should be independent of the crystallographic orientation for several reasons: (1) the change in the density of the atomic planes parallel to the surface is partially offset by a compensating change in layer spacing, (2) the angular dependence of Auger electron emission from single-crystal surfaces and from adsorbates on single-crystal surfaces, and (3) the direction of the incident electron beam and the direction along which Auger electrons are collected. These questions have been the subject of several experimental and theoretical investigations (refs. 13-35). The general conclusions from these works appear to be that a strong crystallographically associated angular dependence of Auger electron emission arises from the combination of inherent anisotropic electron emission of the bulk atoms, diffraction effects in the single crystal, and channeling effects leading to variations in the incident electron flux (sometimes referred to as Kikuchi correlation or inverse Kikuchi effects). Actually, there is no direct method available to distinguish between these contributions.

In this paper, the relative intensity of the silver and oxygen Auger peaks from different grains of an oxygen-charged polycrystalline silver sample was investigated by Auger images and line scans with the intent of examining the Auger intensity variation as a function of crystallographic orientation.

Experimental

The experimental system is comprised of a standard ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) work chamber pumped by a 150 L/s ion pump and a titanium sublimation pump (base pressure is around $2 \times 10^{-12}$ torr). The system is equipped with a four-grid optics system for low energy electron diffraction (LEED), a 10-kV cylindrical mirror analyzer for AES with an electron beam size of approximately 2 µm, a quadrupole mass spectrometer for residual gas analysis, and several ion and electron guns. A schematic top view of the system is shown in figure 1.

The sample (0.999999+ vacuum-melted Ag) used in this work was spark machined from large grain silver (grain diameters are in the range of 1-5 mm) in the shape of a 5 mm square, 0.254 mm thick. The sample was prepared by ultrasonic cleaning in detergent, rinsing in deionized water, and hot air drying, and then it was installed into the sample introduction/preparation chamber, shown in figure 1.

The silver sample was mounted on the sample holder and then installed into the threaded carousel through the sight port. The sample was screwed into the slot, where the sample back initially contacts the spring-loaded thermocouple, which is depressed until the sample back contacts the heater electrode. The heater assembly, shown in figure 2, is designed to heat the sample to greater than 1000°C in a selected environment (ultrahigh vacuum to a pressure of several atmospheres). The sight port was closed, and the system was initially evacuated by a molecular drag pump and then subsequently pumped by a 60 L/s ion pump. The pressure in the sample transfer volume was monitored by either the capacitance manometer or an ion gauge. A 150°C overnight bake-out of the sample transfer volume produced a pressure in the $10^{-9}$-torr range. The sample was then heated to 600°C for 2 hr, cooled to room temperature, and then backfilled with oxygen to 100 torr and reheated to 600°C for 2 hr. The sample temperature of 600°C was to maximize the solubility of oxygen in silver because the desorption of oxygen from the silver membrane (vacuum on both sides) occurs at 630°C (ref. 36). After charging the silver with oxygen, the sample was then transferred from the carousel to the transfer rod by engaging the two pins on the rod into the holes on the sample.
holder and rotating the external magnet to disengage. The carousel was then retracted to clear the transfer path. The isolation valve was then opened to vacuum connect the preparation chamber to the UHV analysis chamber. The transfer rod with sample holder and sample was then extended into the UHV chamber, where the sample was installed into the threaded manipulator-receiving block. The manipulator used in our system has a right angle 2.5 in. offset and flip mechanism with similar heating capability to that in the introduction/preparation chamber. The transfer rod was then disengaged, retracted into the sample transfer chamber, and the isolation valve closed. The sample could then be quickly positioned in front of the desired diagnostic instrument to begin the analysis. The random grains selected for study were analyzed by Laue back diffraction techniques to determine their orientation. A metal mask was used to reduce the size of the Cu Kα beam to less than 0.5 mm. The grain size was on average about 2 mm, so the beam was completely intercepted by each individual grain. The sample was positioned by a vernier stage to the selected grains of interest, where the diffraction pattern was captured on film. Figure 3 shows a tracing of the grain structure in the region studied, specifically the (421) and (221) grains. The (221) grain is only about 15° off the (111) pole. The grain boundary at the top of the tracing is probably a tilt or twist boundary. The (421) grain appears to be rotated about 90° from the [110] direction of the (221).

Results and Discussion

An AES analysis of the oxygen-charged silver in 100 torr oxygen at 600°C for 2 hr showed some small concentration of carbon and oxygen. After a brief argon ion bombardment, a representative Auger spectrum of the clean oxygen-charged silver is as shown in figure 4. Note here that the 351-eV and the 355-eV peaks are not resolved. This is because a modulation of 10 V was used to sufficiently increase the sensitivity so that the oxygen peak at 503 eV could be detected. The oxygen-to-silver peak (M₄,5VV 355 eV) ratio is around 4 percent, which is in good agreement with the results of Rovida et al. (refs. 37 and 38). They found a ratio of up to 4 percent on both Ag (111) and Ag (110) single-crystal surfaces.

Figure 5 shows Auger images and line scans of silver and oxygen after a brief cleaning by argon ion bombardment (figs. 5(a) and (b)) and after a subsequent anneal for 30 min (figs. 5(c) and (d)). Figure 5(a) shows that there is a significant silver contrast and intensity variation between grains of the sample, clearly showing the effects of crystalline orientation. The grain orientations are shown in figure 3. Figure 5(b), which represents the dissolved oxygen image and line scan, does not show any significant contrast. After heating the sample at 470°C at 1 × 10⁻¹¹ torr for 30 min, the damage incurred by ion bombardment was annealed out, and the contrast shown in figure 5(c) was correspondingly greater. (Compare fig. 5(c) with fig. 5(a).) The anneal, however, did not significantly improve the dissolved oxygen contrast between the grains (fig. 5(d)) but did appear to concentrate more oxygen at the surface. These results indicate that the intensity of the silver Auger peak depends on (1) the crystallographic orientation and (2) the surface order of the grains. Further, the fact that the oxygen does not appear to have significantly changed in either case, presumably because it is randomly distributed throughout the interstitial sites of the silver, provides additional evidence for the crystalline order dependence.

Chang (ref. 21) has studied the diffraction effects of the O KLL, Si KLL, and Si LVV peaks from a Si (111) surface with approximately 10 Å oxide. He found that the decrease of the Si KLL (1620 eV) Auger peak is about a factor of 2 upon rotation from 0° (normal incidence of the primary electron beam) to 5°, but that the Si LVV (92 eV) peak is only slightly decreased. The O KLL and the Si LVV peaks did not change appreciably upon rotation because they originated in an amorphous oxide material. This work indicates the magnitude of the diffraction and contrast effects in a polycrystalline material. In silver, the heat of formation of bulk silver oxide (~14.5 kcal/mol O₂) (ref. 39) is smaller than the heat of adsorption for the oxygen atom on silver (~42.4 kcal/mol O₂) (ref. 39), so oxygen atoms are much more stable in a chemisorbed state than in bulk silver oxide. More specifically, the oxygen appears to reside in subsurface sites and, as observed by LEED experiments, in no particular order (ref. 40), so there may be no significant diffraction effects.

Becker and Hagstrom (ref. 41), McDonnell et al. (ref. 42), and Thapliyal and Unertl (ref. 43) found that most Auger electron diffraction peaks for well-ordered Ni (100), Cu (100), and Cu (111) surfaces have the following characteristics:

1. Appear only for transition energies between 100–400 eV.
2. Independent of the angle of incidence of the primary electron beam.
3. Unique function of temperature. (These peaks strongly decrease at elevated temperature, indicating a loss of order and therefore a reduction of diffraction.)
4. Significant decrease in height with increasing incident electron beam energy.

5. Strongly dependent on clean and well-ordered surfaces. (A small amount of disorder in the adsorbed layer induced by weak ion bombardment (reduced current and short time) almost completely destroyed these peaks, but the peaks remained undiminished as long as the overlayer is ordered.)

Therefore, O KLL Auger electrons may not diffract because the oxygen peak energy (503 eV) is large compared with the diffraction peak energies as indicated by (1) above.

Further, it is assumed that most of the oxygen atoms are located in the octahedral interstitial sites of the silver because the radii of octahedral sites ($r_{\text{oct}} = 0.598 \text{ Å}$) are larger than those of the tetrahedral sites ($r_{\text{tet}} = 0.325 \text{ Å}$) of the fcc structure and also are comparable to the radii of the oxygen atoms ($r_{\text{oxy}} \approx 0.6 \text{ Å}$). These interstitial regions are also affected by surface relaxation (refs. 44–50). Relaxation, such as expansions and contractions, does not change the two-dimensional lattice but does change in the z-direction. The varying layer spacing normal to the surface exhibits a damped oscillatory size distribution. It is likely that most oxygen atoms will be located between the second and third layers because the spacing between the first and second layers is generally contracted, and the spacing between the second and third is generally expanded. An accumulation of oxygen atoms between the second and third layers will not change the crystalline order because the radius of the octahedral site in this region is larger than that of the oxygen atom because of surface relaxation. If it is assumed that diffraction is significantly connected to the electron mean free path (EMFP) for inelastic scattering, then the O KLL Auger electrons emitted from these sites are probably not influenced by diffraction because oxygen Auger electrons (EMFP $\approx 10 \text{ Å}$) emitted between the second and third layers are so close to the surface ($d \approx 4 \text{ Å}$).

Figure 6 shows the variation of oxygen-to-silver $(M_{4,5}VV)$ peak ratio for the grains presented in figure 5. The oxygen-to-silver ratio obtained after cleaning by ion bombardment is around 3.7 percent (fig. 6, solid circles). There is no change of ratio with different grains. The relatively small effect of sputtering for different grains of silver is not observed here because of scale. The oxygen-to-silver ratio obtained after heating at 470°C in UHV for 30 min, however, is different for the different grains (fig. 6, open circles), hereinafter referred to as (421) and (221) grains, respectively. The oxygen-to-silver ratio is around 10.8 percent in the (421) grain and 9.1 percent in the (221) grain. This difference comes from the intensity variation of the silver Auger peak with different grains, as shown in figure 5, because the oxygen Auger intensity did not change. The significant change of the oxygen-to-silver ratio between cleaning by ion bombardment and heating probably can be explained by the amount of oxygen located below the surface increasing with increasing temperature. This result also indicates that the intensity variation of the silver $(M_{4,5}VV)$ peak is independent of the amount of oxygen near the surface.

Figure 7 shows images and line scans of different Auger transition energies of silver after heating the sample to 470°C in UHV for 30 min. The contrast of the Auger images of silver on different grains shows a strong dependence on the different transition energies of silver. The highest contrasts are shown in figures 7(a) and 7(e), the $M_{4,5}VV$ (355 eV) and $N_{1}N_{2,3}V$ (27 eV) transitions, respectively. The lowest contrast is shown in figure 7(c), the $M_{4,5}N_{1}V$ (265 eV) transition. Moderate contrasts are shown in figures 7(b) and 7(d), the $M_{4,5}N_{2,3}V$ (303 eV) or $N_{1}VV$ (78 eV) transitions, respectively. Diffraction effects of Auger electrons with short EMFP might be expected to be minimal because only atoms close to the surface contribute to the observed Auger peak. As shown in table I, the EMFP of the Ag $N_{2,3}VV$ (47 eV), $N_{1}VV$ (78 eV), and $M_{4,5}N_{1}V$ (265 eV) transitions are smaller than those of the Ag $N_{1}N_{2,3}V$ (27 eV), $M_{4,5}N_{2,3}V$ (303 eV), and $M_{4,5}VV$ (355 eV) transitions. Although the EMFP of Ag $N_{1}VV$ is the smallest, the intensity variation over the different grains is greater than those of Ag $N_{2,3}VV$ and $M_{4,5}N_{1}V$. Figure 8 shows the low energy region (20 eV–100 eV) for the (421) grain and the (221) grain. The $N_{1}VV$ intensity is significantly increased from the (421) grain to the (221) grain and is comparable with the $N_{2,3}VV$ (47 eV) intensity. This may be explained by the correlation of the Auger electron wavelength with the atomic radius (ref. 53). The wavelength of the Ag $N_{1}VV$ (78 eV) electron is 1.39 Å. The Ag (110) surface corresponds to the largest multilayer relaxation because of the most open low-index surface. Kuk and Feldman (ref. 48) have measured the spacing between the first and third layers, which represents the nearest-neighbor spacing at the Ag (110) surface, and found it to be 2.79 Å compared with the bulk value of 2.89 Å. However, the chance of diffraction of the Ag $N_{1}VV$ (78 eV) electrons may be very high because the wavelength of the Auger emission is, within experimental error, equal to half the spacing between the first and third layers. Second-order diffraction ($2 \times 1.39 \text{ Å}$) is in good accord with the nearest-neighbor spacing (2.79 Å) of the Ag (110) surface.
In figure 8, the X (65 eV) peak shows a large intensity variation with different grains that has not been identified, but it may be an artifact due to the diffraction effects.

Noonan et al. (ref. 16) and Matsudaira and Onchi (ref. 27) found that the angular distribution of Auger electron emission from clean Cu (100) and Ag (100) single-crystal surfaces is independent of Auger transition. They measured the angular intensity variation of the Cu M_{2,3}VV (62 eV) and Cu M_{1}VV (107 eV) transitions from Cu (100), and the Ag M_{4,5}VV (355 eV), Ag M_{4,5}N_{2,3}V (303 eV), Ag M_{4,5}N_{1}V (265 eV), and Ag N_{2,3}VV (47 eV) Auger electrons from Ag (100) as a function of either \( \theta \) or \( \phi \) (where \( \theta \) is the polar angle and \( \phi \) is the azimuthal angle in the crystal surface). Matsudaira and Onchi (ref. 27) showed that angular distributions of Auger electron emission with different transitions have a similar trend, with some maxima located near the low-index crystallographic directions, and explained that these intense peaks (355-, 303-, and 265-eV Ag peaks) correspond with the low-index directions and suggested the contribution of diffraction effects with Kikuchi correlation instead of the initial inherent anisotropic effect. But they obtained a much different trend of the Ag N_{2,3}VV (47 eV) Auger peak, and this discrepancy has been interpreted by the extended multiple scattering theory with consideration of initial state anisotropy in the Auger transition. As shown in figure 8, the Ag N_{2,3}VV (47 eV) peak does not show a significant intensity change on different grains compared with Ag N_{1}N_{2,3}V (27 eV) and Ag N_{1}VV (78 eV). These results probably can be explained, as previously discussed, by the EMFP for inelastic scattering and the correlation of the Auger electron wavelength with the layer spacing. So we may conclude that the variation of the Auger signal intensity from grain to grain in polycrystalline silver strongly depends on the transition energies because they have different EMFP’s. Bishop et al. (ref. 32) observed large crystallographic effects in polycrystalline copper and silver and suggested that the anisotropic emission of the Auger electrons contributes less to this effect than the electron channeling which comes from changes in the surface ionization as a result of diffraction of the incident electron beam. The effects of anisotropic emission are often largely averaged over the input aperture of the electron analyzer, but the contribution from electron channeling is not averaged and can be quite large. Sakai and Mogami (ref. 33) studied the variation of the Auger signal from grain to grain in a polycrystalline aluminum sample, using channeling patterns appearing in a scanning Auger electron image observation. They obtained both the Al KLL Auger electron channeling pattern (ECP) and the backscattered ECP for the three different grains, where the contrasts result from the Al KLL Auger electron and the backscattered electrons, respectively. They emphasized that the main contribution to the variation of Auger intensity on the different grains is due to the backscattered electrons, because both the Auger ECP and the backscattered ECP obtained in the same grains yield exactly the same channeling contrast even though the contrast of Al KLL Auger ECP images is less than that of the backscattered electrons. Furthermore, they also observed that the intensity variation of the Al KLL (1396 eV) peak is larger than that of the Al LVV (68 eV). This result probably can be explained by the EMFP, because the Al KLL (\( \approx 27 \) Å) Auger electrons have a much longer EMFP than that of Al LVV (\( \approx 4 \) Å) (ref. 51).

Actually, there are no general rules for predicting which one will be the major contribution to variation of the Auger signal from the different crystallographic orientations because there is no direct method available to distinguish between these different contributions. Although both diffraction of the incident electron beam and backscattered electron flux affect the Auger electron generation, the largest crystallographic effects observed in this work were attributed to diffraction of the emitted Auger electrons.

**Conclusions**

Auger intensity variations over an oxygen-charged polycrystalline silver surface have been observed by studies of Auger images and line scans of randomly selected adjacent grains. It has been found that the intensity of silver Auger peaks is very strongly dependent upon the crystallographic orientation, the order of the grains, and the specific transition energy. The observations are primarily because of the diffraction of ejected Auger electrons. The Ag N_{1}VV (78 eV) peak has the smallest electron mean free path (EMFP) and strongly depends on crystallographic orientation and order because of the close correlation of the EMFP with the layer spacing of the silver (high probability of diffraction).

The O KLL peak, having a large EMFP compared with silver, is independent of crystallographic orientation of grains because most of the oxygen atoms are randomly located in the subsurface of silver. The increased size of the octahedral sites in the subsurface (second layer) occurs because of surface relaxation and serves as a stable reservoir for the dissolved oxygen.
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Table I. Electron Mean Free Path for Inelastic Scattering

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Auger transition energies of silver</th>
<th>$N_1N_{2,3}V$ (27 eV)</th>
<th>$N_{2,3}VV$ (47 eV)</th>
<th>$N_{1}VV$ (78 eV)</th>
<th>$M_{4,5}N_{1}V$ (265 eV)</th>
<th>$M_{4,5}N_{2,3}V$ (303 eV)</th>
<th>$M_{4,5}VV$ (355 eV)</th>
<th>Reference number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Electron mean free path for inelastic scattering, Å</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*This information was given by J. C. Tracy, NATO Summer School Lectures, Gent, Belgium, 1972.*
Figure 1. Schematic diagram of surface analysis system used for silver/oxygen surface characterization studies.
Figure 2. Schematic diagram of detail of heater assembly in the sample introduction/preparation chamber.
Figure 3. Tracing of the grain boundaries of the polycrystalline silver sample. Dashed region encloses area studied and dotted line is location of line scans.
Figure 4. Auger spectrum of the silver sample cleaned by argon ion bombardment after charging oxygen in 100-torr oxygen at 600°C for 2 hr; normal incidence; primary electron beam energy $E_P = 2000$ eV; primary beam current $I_p = 1.3 \, \mu A$; modulation voltage 5 V.
Figure 5. Auger images and line scans of silver $M_{4,5}VV$ (355 eV) and O $KLL$ (503 eV). Arrows indicate the position of line scans. Dashed lines represent position of grain boundary. Normal incidence; $E_p = 3000$ eV; $I_p = 0.1$ μA; modulation 10 V.
Figure 6. Variation of oxygen-to-silver ($M_{4,5}VV$) peak ratio with different grains. Solid circles indicate oxygen-to-silver ratio after cleaning by ion bombardment; open circles indicate oxygen-to-silver ratio after heating at 470°C in UHV for 30 min.
Figure 7. Auger images and line scans of the different silver Auger transitions. Arrows indicate the position of line scans. Dashed lines represent position of grain boundary. Normal incidence; $E_p = 3000$ eV; $I_p = 1.0 \mu A$; modulation 10 V.
Figure 8. Auger spectra (20–100 eV) of the (421) and the (221) grains of figure 3. Normal incidence; \( E_p = 3000 \, \text{eV} \); \( I_p = 1.0 \, \mu\text{A} \); modulation 10 V.
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Auger electron spectroscopic studies of the grains in oxygen-charged polycrystalline silver show significant intensity variations as a function of crystallographic orientation. These intensity variations have been observed in studies of the Auger images and line scans of the different grains (randomly selected) for each silver transition energy. The results can be attributed to the diffraction of the ejected Auger electrons and interpreted by corresponding changes in the electron mean free path for inelastic scattering and by oxygen atom accumulation in the subsurface. The subsurface (second layer) octahedral sites have increased in size because of surface relaxation and serve as a stable reservoir for the dissolved oxygen.